1998 honda accord radio code

The quickest way to obtain the code is by using the serial number and unlock your Honda radio
online, and whats more its a completely free service. Use our Honda Radio Code Generator
completely free of charge and unlock your Honda stereo in just a few minutes. If your stereo
does not have these pre-made holes, remove the plastic trim surrounding the unit and 4 screws
hold the radio in place. There are numerous different radio label variants, the below example is
the most popular label example. Once entered completely, the radio should start working
automatically. The serial number displays on the screen in most cases, all radios can be
decoded apart from serials beginning "". Most are displayed on-screen beginning "". If the serial
number is a series radio, these must be taken to a local Honda dealership for security checks
before the code is given. They are the only serial which cannot be decoded online. It is
important not to enter any more codes into the Honda stereo as this will completely lock the
unit. First disconnect the battery from your car for 30 minutes, once re-connected the radio will
let further attempts of entering the radio code. It is important not to keep inputting the incorrect
code into the radio as this will completely lock the radio, if locked the radio must be taken to a
local Honda Dealership. A radio code is designed to be a theft deterrent, the code is kept on a
secure database which flags if a Honda stereo has been stolen. The code is charged to the
customer from the dealerships. The code is set by the manufacturer not the first owner , so the
likelihood the radio is set to "" are little to none. We unlock Honda radios using the official
database, in some cases two codes may be given. This is due to the different model variations.
Using our Honda Radio Code Generator it is completely free of charge and the code is sent
within 12 hours to the email address. Radio codes are needed when the power from the battery
is disconnected from the unit, this can be when mechanics need to disconnect the battery or it
goes flat. The code is put in place as an anti-theft measure that does not allow thieves to re-use
the radio if taken. This is due to Honda radios have two model variations, often the codes given
will be one 4 digits long and another which is 5, one of the code will be the correct for your
stereo. The radio will not lock completely after the first 3 attempts, after the third try the radio
will go into a 30 - 60 minute wait period before any more codes can be entered. Every year from
all the way up to the present year models, all we need the correct serial number and the code
will be sent to the email address that is provided. Free Honda Radio Codes December 4, How to
find my Honda serial number. In most cases, holes are located in each corner of the radio which
require radio release keys. All year honda radios unlocked completely free, also all countries
from USA, Europe, Asia are covered. Get Free Unlock Code. Free Honda Radio Code. Get
Unlock Code. All rights reserved. Show 19 more comments. Deanna Wenger deannawengera
Music again, finallyâ€¦. Show 1 more comment. Okay I spent about 4 hours researching this
topic. Here is what ended up working for me. It worked on my Honda Accord, but it should work
on all models of Honda and Acura actually. That's it! Good luck. They will also probably require
your VIN which you can find very easily on your car by checking alongside the door when you
open it. Just enter the working unlock code into the radio using the same preset buttons the
numbered buttons and you should be all set and having your radio working again! S if your
Honda is before the year , just go to that unlocking service site and enter your VIN and leave the
serial number blank. The older models usually have extra steps you have to do in order to
obtain the serial number. Don't use the website mentioned above!!! They will charge you for the
code! Use owners. It is FREE and easy. Thanks berrya. Anne Perkins anney I followed all the
steps and everything was coming up roses until it came time to have the reset code sent to me
and then in order to get the code they wanted By no means am I spending I guess I will go as is
or does anyone have a free suggestion. Jim and dodie the commenters above just sound like
cheapskates lol. Thanks for this solution, they gave me a working code. These "free" options
just waste your time. Paid a professional, and had it handled quickly. Thanks Anne for posting
this. Look in glove box for small sticker with numbers, should be 5 digits with numbers no
greater then 6. Pull out the ashtray and see if the sticker is on the back of there. Pull radio from
dash and write down radio serial number and call local dealer with that number and they will be
able to get the code for you. They will ask verifying questions. One more thing you can do is
that Honda has a radio reset website , this is an automated service that can provide your Honda
stereo code. Just write down the serial number of your radio and the VIN number of your vehicle
then contact Honda. The VIN number is located on the driver side of your Accord vehicle just
behind the windshield. Call your Honda dealer and give them those numbers. Or you might want
to try this one online. This is the Honda website to get your code to activate your Honda radio. I
just bought my Honda Accord private sale and it did not have a radio. Went to the junkyard and
bought one. It needed a code to activate it. This site is free, and easy. Just follow the
instructions. Hanna Alemu. Super easy. Turn your radio off, press the numbers 1 and 6
simultaneously, then turn on the radio. It should show you a U And L number. Write the
numbers down, and go to this link. Then put in the U and L numbers together in the serial

number without the letters U and L. And put in your Vin number, phone and email. It will give
you a code, so enter that into your radio! I didn't want to call Honda too so here you go. Dodie
Smith. Go too owners. They will charge you to get the code. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index.
Hello I need a redio codes of my car engine D14Z6. View the answer I have this problem too
Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score I need a redio
code honda accord The All-New. The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution.
Deanna Wenger deannawengera67 Rep: 2 1 2. Was this answer helpful? Yup this one worked
with my civic, can vouch. Those guys are the true pros for radio unlocking. Gracias for
unlocking my Honda! This is very importantâ€¦ Okay now that you know all of that. Score 6.
Step one: Turn the radio off. It seems complicated, but its not. Hopefully this saves some people
hours of research and hassle :P. Score 5. Anne Perkins anney92 Rep: 1 5 1. Score 2. Try worked
for my accord. Every unlock code is unique, so this won't work. Score 1. Hanna Alemu Rep: 1.
Score 0. Dodie Smith Rep: 1 1. View Statistics:. Asked by Wiki User. The code in the Glove box
is just the serial number to the stereo, It is not the unlock code itself. Call a Honda dealer and
give them this number. They should give you the code for free. They did for me. Pull the radio
out of the dash and get the serial number and take it in to a Honda dealer and they can help you.
The Honda Accord came equipped in a 4 and 6 cylinder engine. The radio code is specific to
that radio,you will need to contact the dealer with the radio serial number,and they can look it
up for you. There is usually a charge for this. You can use the stereo in your Accord, but the will
not bolt in the correct way. One can go to a used automotive dealership to purchase a Honda
Accord. One can also buy a Honda Accord by participating in an auto auction locally or online.
Where is the transmission fluid temperature sensor on a Honda accord and how do you replace
it? Yes, if the engines are the same size. All the codes are different and it is specific to your
radio only. Therefore if you do not know the code or the selling dealer did not keep a record of
the code, you have only one choice. You must remove the radio and get the serial off the
chassic. With that serial any Honda dealer can provide you the code. It happened to me when
we changed the battery in my Honda accord lx. It does this so when someone steals your radio
they can't use it, not that it works that well cause you can just call in the serial number on the
radio and get the 5 digit code. Which is what your going to have to do. Good luck. Honda
recomends atf z1 for the 98 accord. Does the Honda Accord have power bands in the automatic
transmission? Im trying to locate a taillight fuse for a honda accord lx. How much is it to replace
thehead gasket on a honda accord ? Under the throttle body. Ask Question. Honda Accord.
Honda Accord EX. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. How do
you reset the factory radio for Honda Accord? What is the radio code for a Honda Accord EX?
What is the transmission model number for Honda accord? How do you replace the gear shift
soniold on Honda Accord? What is the radio code for a Honda Accord? How do you change the
wheel bearing on a Honda Accord ex? Can you use a or Honda Accord factory stereo in a
Honda Accord? How do you turn off the check engine light on a Honda accord? Where might
one go to purchase a Honda Accord? Where is the transmission fluid temperature sensor on a
Honda Accord and how do you replace it? Honda Accord V6 coupe why will the car not get out
of park? Will a Honda Accord stater fit a Honda Accord? Whats the code for your stereo for your
Honda accord ? Honda Accord radio code error 1? What is the wheel bearing torque specs in
ftlbs on a rear wheel bearing for a Honda Accord? I need a fuse box diagram for a Honda
Accord? How do you test oxygen sensor for accord? How much is it to replace head gasket
Honda prelude ? Where is the antenna on the Honda Accord? Trending Questions Is silence a
sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal
Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By
Fletcher Altenwerth. How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By Wiki User. Why were the
English able to defeat the french in early battles such as the one at crecy? What are the duties
of a health prefect? What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? What number is the
opposite of 0. Hottest Questions How did chickenpox
1965 pontiac ventura
suzuki samurai transfer case rebuild kit
nissan frontier oil filter location
get its name? When did organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt
Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't
libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on
the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott.
Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was
the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Unanswered Questions What values can we get in
the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How

did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online
sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by
syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced,
distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of
Multiply.

